
Acousto-optic signal processors for transmission and reception
of phased-array antenna signals
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Novel acousto-optic processors for control and signal processing in phased-array antennas are presented.
These processors can operate in both the antenna transmit and receive modes. An experimental acousto-
optic processor is demonstrated in the laboratory. This optical technique replaces all the phase-shifting
devices required in electronically controlled phased-array antennas.
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1. Introduction

The application of optical processing for phased-array
antennas was introduced by Lambert et al. in the
1960's.1 They proposed a signal-processing technique
for extracting angle/Doppler target information from
multiple target-return signals provided by the phased-
array antenna.2 This approach was limited to process-
ing to received antenna signals, and it could not be
used to generate drive signals to provide desired anten-
na beam shape and direction. Subsequent research in
optical phased-array antenna processing revolved
around the Lambert processor, and most efforts used
better hardware to get improved experimental re-
sults.34 Recently there has been interest in using
optical techniques for signal generation and control of
phased-array antennas.5 Some researchers have pro-
posed the use of optical fibers for time-delay beam
steering, while others have suggested interferometric
optical architectures for phase-based antenna beam
formation.6 -10 In this paper we introduce an in-line
additive acousto-optic technique for signal generation
and reception in phased-array antennas operating in
the lower half of the radar frequency spectrum, that is,
at 10 GHz and below.1'1 2 The techniques are based on
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the phase beam-steering principle and eliminate all
the microwave phase shifters and power dividers re-
quired in typical electronically controlled phased-ar-
ray antennas. The optical system has a simple and
mechanically stable design. A single control signal is
required for positioning the antenna beam at a desired
scan angle. In addition, this acousto-optic (AO) tech-
nique can be adapted to provide multiple beams.13

Finally, the technique is applicable for signal trans-
mission as well as reception, thus making a reversible
processor.

We begin with an introduction to phased-array an-
tenna theory. The AO phased-array antenna signal
processors are introduced along with an analytical de-
scription of processor operating principles. A proces-
sor is built with tellurium dioxide acousto-optic de-
vices (AOD's). The test processor is built for an
antenna carrier frequency of 120 MHz. A number of
test experiments, such as frequency scan linearity, and
0-2 ir phase shift of the carrier with control frequency
change, are performed on the processors. Data from
the processor are compared with the ideal performance
predicted by system analysis. Next, the processor
principles involved in analyzing received antenna sig-
nals are described, and the features of the optical tech-
niques are highlighted. In conclusion, we describe
why this optical approach to phased array antenna
signal processing can provide a great reduction in sys-
tem complexity, and simplicity in operation and con-
trol, compared with electronic phase-shifter module-
based array antennas.

II. Phased-Array Antennas

An array antenna consists of a number of individual
radiating olomonts. The relative amplitude and phase
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Fig. 1. Linear phased-array antenna configuration.

of the currents driving the individual antenna ele-
ments are controlled to generate an antenna beam
pattern resulting from the superposition of all the
radiating elements. A linear array consists of antenna
elements arranged along a straight line. This type of
array can be used to provide broad coverage in one
direction and narrow beamwidth in the orthogonal
direction. We shall consider a linear array of N ele-
ments equally spaced a distance a apart, with each
element being equivalent to an isotropic point source
(sink) radiating (receiving) uniformly in all directions.
The array antenna shown in Fig. 1 is a transmitting
antenna, although, by the reciprocity principle of elec-
tromagnetics, the same array can be considered a re-
ceiving antenna. To transmit energy at an angle 0 with
respect to the array normal direction, we require that
the phase difference of signals driving adjacent ele-
ments be14

a = 2ir(a/X) sin 0, (1)

where X is the radiated wavelength. Thus adjacent
antenna elements in the array are driven by signals
that satisfy the phase condition in Eq. (1). The ampli-
tudes of these currents can be suitably selected to yield
desired beam shapes. For simplicity of analysis, we
consider the amplitudes to be all the same and equal to
unity. Element 0 in Fig. 1 is taken as the reference
antenna with zero phase. Each individual antenna
radiates its own pattern, and the combined far-field
radiation observed at an angle 0 that is due to all the
elements in the array is approximated as the sum

N-1 sin(Na/2)
E E sin(wt + na) = sin[wt + (N - 1)a/2] sin(a/2) ' (2)

n=0

where X is the angular frequency of the antenna. The
first term is the antenna carrier signal with a phase (N
- 1)a/2. This phase can be set to zero if the phase
reference is taken at the center of the array. The
second term is the radiation pattern. When the main
beam is pointing in the direction 0 = 0o, the normalized
radiation intensity pattern can be expressed as

GO - sin2 [Nr(a/X)(sin 0 - sin 0o)]
N2 sin2 [7r(a/X)(sin 4 - sin 00)]'

(3)

which is maximum when sin 0 = sin 0. The main
beam can be rotated by varying the phase difference a
= 27r(a/X)sin 00 of the signals driving the array anten-
nas. Note that to prevent grating lobes from appear-
ing over the antenna beam scan width, one must make
the antenna element spacing of the order of half of the
carrier wavelength. In addition, unlike for true time-
delay beam steering, with phase steering the antenna's
instantaneous bandwidth is limited to a small fraction
of the carrier signal to prevent beam squinting.

111. Acousto-Optic Phased-Array Antenna Signal
Processors

Frequency-controlled beam steerer 1, shown in Fig. 2,
is an optical phased-array antenna signal processor
applicable for generating the necessary signals for
beam formation and beam scanning in linear antenna
arrays. The processor consists of two AOD's, a high-
speed detector array, a coherent light source, imaging
and Fourier-transforming optics, and two signal gener-
ators to provide the antenna carrier and control fre-
quency signals. The signals sl(t) and s2(t) are fed into
AOD1 and AOD2, respectively, where

sl(t) = a cos wt, s2(t) = a cos [(wc, + wo)t], (4)

fc = coc/27r is the center frequency of the AOD's, and cool
27r is the control frequency for steering the array an-
tenna beam. Light from the laser, after being colli-
mated along the x direction and focused along the y
direction, is made incident at the Bragg angle in AOD1.
The dc and +1 diffracted order light from AOD1 is 1:1
imaged onto the acoustic column in AOD2 such that
the dc light from AOD1 is Bragg matched to that of
AOD2. This results in a -1-order diffracted light
from AOD2, while the +1-order light from AOD1
passes through AOD2 essentially unaffected. These
almost collinear +1- and -1-order diffracted beams
from AOD1 and AOD2, respectively, are imaged onto a
detector array with magnification M. The dc light is
blocked in the Fourier plane of AOD2, and the result-
ing optical field incident upon the detector plane is
given by
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Fig. 2. Frequency-controlled beam steerer 1.
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where (sin OB)/X = fc/2a, Va is the acoustic signal veloci-
ty in the AOD's and s1 and 2* are the +1 and -1
diffracted signal representations, respectively, given
by

1 1
si= -~ a exp(-jwd, 82* = a expU(coc + wo)tJ.
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Fig. 3. Antenna beam-scan angle versus processor control frequen-
cy behavior.

(6)

Using the expressions for the signals in Eqs. (6), we
can write the intensity at the detector plane as

I(x, t) IE(x, t) 2 a2 + COS [(2wc + co)t - Mv x

X rect(X -0.5MX (7)

where a2/2 = constant bias and Go = a2/2. The expres-
sion in relation (7) consists of a uniform bias term and a
signal term with both temporal and spatial modula-
tion. Recall from our discussion on phased-array
beam steering that phase-based beam steering re-
quires a set of antenna drive signals on the antenna
temporal carrier with appropriate phase values. The
expression in relation (7) shows that we can obtain this
set of antenna drive signals by simply using a detector
array to sample appropriately the phase distribution of
the temporally varying intensity pattern. In the case
of uniform linear phase sampling, the detectors are
placed at an equal distance d from one another. The
signal generated at the nth detector after spatial inte-
gration over the detector's photosensitive area dX X dy
is amplified by a high-frequency amplifier. If the
spatial period of the intensity pattern is much greater
than the size of the detector in the sampling direction
(that is, uxdx << 1, where u. = fo/Mva is the spatial
frequency generated along the detector array and d. is
the width of the detector along the sampling x direc-
tion), then the current produced by the nth detector
can be approximated as (see Subsection V.D below)

in(t) G cos[(2wc + co)t -n Ma] (8)

where the bias term has been dropped, G = 0.5God.dy,
n = 0, 1, 2, . .. , N-1, and N is the total number of
detectors used in the linear sampling array. Note that
approximation (8) gives the drive current fed to the
nth antenna in a uniform linear phased array for
achieving beam steering. This current can be ex-
pressed as

in(t) = G cos(awt - nq), (9)

where the antenna carrier angular frequency is

co = 2co, + w0 (10)

and the phase difference between signals in adjacent
antennas in the array is

wod

MP.
(11)

From phased-array antenna theory, recall that to posi-
tion the antenna beam at an angle = 0, we would
require that

U = a + 2mir = 2gr(a/A)sin 00 + m2ir, (12)

where m = 0, +1, ±2, .... Substituting the value p
into Eq. (12) we get

27r(a/A)sin 00 = o d m2ir, sin 0 = (a/A) (fd -M). (13)

If Eqs. (13) are used, the design equation for the
optical processor to achieve a beam position 0o for a
control frequency fo is

(14)
0 [ = sin1 (a/A) I - in)].

This equation can alternatively be written as

to = [(a/A) sin Oo + m] a (15)

Figure 3 shows graphically the relationship between
the antenna beam-scan angle and the processor control
frequency. Note that the same angle 0 can be ob-
tained for multiple values of the frequency fo corre-
sponding to different values of m. This permits the
generation of multiple simultaneous beams; creating
many applications such as multitarget tracking and
secured transmission. Also note that, since we are
using the phase-shift beam-steering technique, accu-
rate beam pointing requires the antenna instanta-
neous microwave bandwidth to be <2% of the antenna
carrier frequency.15 This implies that

Af< (16)

where Afo is the maximum control frequency change
required for the maximum beam-scan angle and f is
the antenna carrier center frequency, where f = 2f, +
Afo/2.

An alternative design, that for frequency-controlled
beam steerer 2, is shown in Fig. 4; in this design the
transmitted antenna carrier frequency f' is indepen-
dent of the control frequency fo. The optical appara-
tus of this signal processor is similar to that of the
signal processor in Fig. 2, except that different elec-
tronic signals are used. Two oscillators are required
for this system. One oscillator is a low-frequency sig-
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Fig. 4. Frequency-controlled beam steerer 2.

nal generator providing the scan control frequency to,
while the other is a very-high-frequency oscillator op-
erating at half of the desired antenna carrier frequency
(also equal to the AOD center frequency). The two
signals are mixed together in a standard microwave
mixer, giving

s(t) = 2a cos wot cos wxt = a cos(c + co)t + a cos(wc -co)t. (17)

This signal is split by a microwave power divider into
two paths. One path goes through an upper sideband
filter at frequency wc, giving the signal sl(t) = a cos(w,
+ coo)t that is fed to AOD1. The other path goes to a
lower sideband filter at frequency w,, giving the signal
s2(t) = a cos(w- wo)t that is used to drive AOD2. The
single sideband filtering can also be done optically by
spatial filtering in the Fourier planes of AOD1 and
AOD2. By evaluating Eq. (5) with the new signal
values inserted, we can approximate the current gener-
ated by the nth detector-amplifier combination as

in(t) s G cos(2wct - A). (18)

Note that in this case the antenna carrier frequency
stays fixed at 2 and is independent of the scan con-
trol frequency wo. In other words, when the antenna
beam is scanned by changing the control frequency coo,
the antenna carrier remains unchanged. This mode of
antenna operation is suitable when the available an-
tenna bandwidth is limited and can be used for trans-
mitting information signals on a fixed carrier.

IV. Antenna Processor Optical Design and Experiments

The AO beam steerer shown in Fig. 2 was demonstrat-
ed in the laboratory. This processor uses a pair of
tellurium dioxide Bragg cells. The optics used in the
processor consists of a 20-cm collimating spherical
lens, a 30-cm focusing cylindrical lens for AOD1, 20-cm
spheres for 1:1 imaging, 25- and 30-cm spheres for
imaging and Fourier plane filtering, and a 7.5-cm
spherical lens for the magnification system. The
specifications of the Bragg cells were 7 0 -us aperture,
60-MHz center frequency, and 30-MHz bandwidth,
giving 2100 resolvable deflection spots. The N-ele-
ment high-speed detector array is simulated by using
two detectors mounted on x-y micrometer translation

stages, allowing for the detector spacing d to be adjust-
ed according to design specifications, while placing the
detectors at any position along the focused slit of light.
The detector-amplifier set was a high-speed UDT
PIN-HRO08 photodiode with a 3-ns rise time, 2 00-ym
diameter, 0.33-A/W responsivity at 514 nm, and a
high-speed UDT amplifier with 3-dB bandwidth of
500 kHz to 400 MHz and transimpedance gain of 3.5 X
103 V/A. As the Bragg cell acts as a beam deflector
with a finite number of deflected spots, the control
frequency is discretized and written as o = pfo, p = 0,
1, 2, . .. , and 5fo = 1/Ta, where Ta is the illuminated
Bragg cell aperture. The processor design equation
can be written as

00 = sin' [(a/A) (Md - )]. (19)

The design procedure for the processor is as follows:
(a) Choose a value for a/X according to how far the
grating lobes are to be placed in the array beam pat-
tern. The analysis to follow uses a/X = 0.5, giving no
grating lobes over a 90' scan angle. (b) Choose the
AOD to be used in the processor. This will determine
the minimum value of control frequency resolution fo,
the acoustic velocity Pa, and the maximum antenna
carrier frequency possible. (c) Choose 0Omin, the mini-
mum scan angle required for the antenna correspond-
ing to p = 1. (d) Now solve Eq. (19) with m = 0 to get
the value for Mid necessary to give the desired mini-
mum scan angle for the smallest value offo. (e) Choose
a tolerable phase-sampling error that is due to the
finite size of the detector. Here = (d/d) X 100,
where d is the width of the detector's light-sensitive
area along the phase-sampling direction. This gives
the value for d, the detector spacing. Calculate the
required optical magnification M, given the value of d.
The processor design is complete.

The design for the experimental processor was cho-
sen as a/X = 0.5, fo = 14.29 kHz, and Va = 0.617 mm/Ms
for TeO2 cells. M = 4.17, the center frequency for the
Bragg cell used, is f= 60 MHz, and an argon-ion laser
(514-nm) light source was used. Table I shows the

Fig. 5. Laboratory system.

Table 1. System Design Values

d (mm) n (%) Oomin (deg)

5.9 3.4 3.8
10.7 1.9 6.8
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Fig. 6. Spatial-phase pattern sampled by the detectors shown with
increasing control frequency (top to bottom).

other design parameters for the system. The TeO2
Bragg cell laboratory system is shown in Fig. 5; experi-
mental results are shown in Figs. 6-8. To visualize the
spatial-phase pattern that the detectors sample, we
change the optical system such that we use the +1
orders from both of the Bragg cells, thus enabling us to
detect a fringe pattern that is not on a temporal carrier.

Fig. 7. Increasing phase difference between signals generated from
the detector pair for increasing control frequency. A = 0,xr/4,7r/2,
7r (top to bottom).

This allows the charge-coupled device to pick up the
spatial-phase pattern. Figure 6 shows this pattern for
an increasing scan control frequency signal that is fed
to both of the Bragg cells. Note the increase in spatial
variation with increasing control frequency. This be-
havior becomes the basis for generating appropriately
phased signals for the array antenna. Figure 7 shows
the varying phase difference between the two signals
generated from the detector pair positioned with a
certain interdetector distance d. Here the control
frequency is varied to obtain a 0-r phase shift for the
generated carrier signals. Figure 8 shows the phase
change for a fixed control frequency when the distance
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Table 11. Experimental Percentage Error Values

d (mm) s1 (deg/kHz) se (deg/kHz) Es (%)

5.9 0.826 0.83 0.48
10.7 1.5 1.512 0.8

The percentage error is the rate

x100,
sa

Fig. 8. Increasing phase difference between signals generated from
the detector pair for an increasing (top to bottom) interdetector
spacing.

between the detectors is increased, showing a gradual-

ly larger phase difference.

V. Processor Performance Issues

A. Phase Linearity

For the processor, the relationship between the detect-
ed signal phase change and the control frequency is
linear. This rate of phase change with frequency can
be expressed as

Sa = Olf = 0.36d/Mva (deg/kHz). (20)

where Se is the slope measured from the experimental
data. As expected, the experimental plots for phase
change with change in control frequency show a linear
relationship (see Fig. 9). Note that when the detector
spacing d is doubled, the slope Se is also doubled. The
error ES is calculated from the data and is very small for
the different experimental setups (see Table II). This
slope error is useful when one is calibrating the
processor and will tell how far the processor is from its
designed performance. Note that the signal phase-
change data are measured by recording the signal time
delay on the oscilloscope. Improved phase measure-
ments could be achieved if phase-detector circuits and
phase-locked loop electronics were employed.

B. Beam-Scan Angle

The phased-array antenna beam position is 0 = 0 in
Eq. (19), where 0o = 0° corresponds to the beam at the
broadside position and p and m are the control fre-
quency and 27r phase multiple indices, respectively.
Using the processor design values for the different
experimental conditions, we compute the expected
beam-scan behavior; the measured data points give the
experimental performance (see Fig. 10). Note that the
experimental scan angle variation matches the analyti-
cally designed behavior closely. The minimum scan
angle occurs when p = 1, while the maximum scan
angle is obtained from the condition sin 00 < 1 forp = 0,
1, 2,.... These minimum and maximum scan angles
are calculated for the processors with m = 0. The
results are shown in Table III.
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Table IV. Designed Values of the Product uxd

d (mm) Uxdx

5.9 0.0167
10.7 0.0089
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Fig. 10. Plot showing antenna beam-scan angle versus control fre-
quency.

Table Ill. Designed Scan Angle Values

d (mm) 00min (deg) OOmax (deg) Pmax

5.9 3.8 80.75 15
10.7 6.9 73.7 8

C. Number of Beam Positions

The maximum number of beam positions for the
phased-array antenna controlled by the optical proces-
sor is given by Nbeam = Pmax + 1, where Pmax corre-
sponds to the frequency index for the maximum scan
angle. The +1 is added to include the broadside beam
position. Note from Table III that an inverse relation-
ship exists between the detector spacing and the num-
ber of independent beam positions for the phased-
array antenna. For example, in the experimental
system with d = 5.9 mm, there are 16 beam positions.
When d is almost doubled to 10.7 mm, the number of
beam positions drops to 9. Also note that the increase
in beam positions is at the cost of increased control
frequency bandwidth and higher detector phase-sam-
pling error. The increased bandwidth of the carrier
can be eliminated if we use the beam steerer 2 optical
architecture.

D. Detector Phase Sampling

Ideally, the detector array acts as a spatial impulse
train that samples phase values along the optically
generated spatial carrier in the x direction. In this
section we analyze the effects of the finite size of the
detector elements. The intensity incident upon the
nth detector is given by

In(x, t) = bias + Go cos(wt - o x)rect(x nd)

X rect(y -0.5dy (22)

where d and dy are the width and the height of the
detector, respectively. The signal generated after sig-

nal integration of the incident light on the nth detec-
tor's photosensitive area is

in(t) = | Go cos wt - x dxdy + bias.
o J0.5d+nd Ma J (23)

Solving the integral, and substituting ux = foIMv., we
get

in(t) = Gody sin(ru.d.)cos(wt - n2ruxd) + bias.

= G ddy sinc(ud -)cos(wt -n2rud) + bias.
2 dcsw (24)

Note that only the amplitude of the signal in(t) is
affected by the detector size, while the phase remains
unaffected. Let us look at two cases.

If Ua = 0, the current is

in(t) = G2 ,y cos(t) + bias.
2

(25)

As expected, when there is no spatial carrier on the
detector plane, only a temporal signal is generated
without a phase term.

For the second case, if udx << 1, we can use the
approximation sin a a for small a, giving the current

in(t) = G cos(wt - n2ruxd) + bias, (26)

where G = (Godxdy)I2. In other words, if the detector
width is much smaller than the spatial carrier period,
the detector samples over the small part of the fringe
cycle that has approximately constant intensity. In
this case, the amplitude apodizing sinc function can be
approximately replaced by the constant 1. This gives
Eq. (26). Thus we can approximate the finite-size
detector phase sampling as an impulse function sam-
pling train, a result also physically obvious. The val-
ues of udx for the experimental processor are calculat-
ed by using the detector width d = 200 Am and the
maximum value of the control frequency, that is,
pmajfo- Table IV shows the values. These data show
that indeed the experimental designs satisfy the detec-
tor phase-sampling condition uxdx << 1. Note that, for
systems using fibers for sampling, d would be much
smaller, that is, near 10-20 Am, resulting in a much
smaller magnification M for the imaging system.

E. Beam-Switching Speed

How fast we can switch a beam from one angular
position to another depends on how quickly all the
detectors provide steady-state correctly phased anten-
na drive signals. Although the proposed phased-array
antenna optical processor has a parallel current feed
format, the individual signal generation is based on a
series-fed structure. Assuming that a length X of the
two respective AOD's is illuminated with Bragg-
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matched light beams, it takes XI2va s for the two
acoustic signals to cross and Xva s for complete inter-
action between the two signals to occur. At this stage,
all the detectors are illuminated by the acoustically
modulated light signals, and phased currents are being
generated for the radiating antennas. Thus the
processor's frequency response depends on the Bragg
cell's fill time, given by Ta = X/va. T is also called the
array fill time and affects the transient response of the
antenna when the transmitted pulse width Tp is of the
order of the array fill time. A useful quantity is the
antenna impulse response h(t) since the antenna re-
sponse at a target that is due to a signal s(t) is the
convolution of h(t) with s(t). The impulse response of
the antenna-optical processor configuration is ap-
proximately given by1 2

h(t, 0) = T rectI - expU2r(2f, + fo)t],
Ta (T.)

(27)

where Ml is a system constant. This expression gives
the maximum instantaneous 3-dB bandwidth of the
processor to be 1/2T0, which is also the maximum
beam position switching rate. The analytical results
show that indeed the beam-scanning speed is deter-
mined by the array (or AOD) fill time. Current AO
devices have Ta ranging from 100 to 0.2,gs, implying a
considerably fast maximum beam switching-scanning
speed of 2500 beams/ms. Note that there is a trade-off
between the maximum number of beams and the
beam-switching speed. In other words, for a fixed
interdetector spacing, as we decrease the AOD optical
aperture X to increase the beam-switching speed, few-
er detectors are illuminated by the diffracted optical
beams. Since the maximum number of antenna
beams possible is proportional to the number of active
detectors in the system, the system with fewer active
detectors generates fewer antenna beams. Neverthe-
less, one way of preserving the maximum number of
beams from a system while keeping a fixed interdetec-
tor spacing is to use an optical magnification system
that compensates for the reduction of the aperture X.
In effect, the magnification system maintains illumi-
nation of all the detectors in the system when the
optical aperture X is reduced to increase the beam-
switching speed.

TRANSCEIVER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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Fig. 11. Phased-array antenna transmission-receiving system.

and the second AOD is replaced by a multichannel
AOD.12,13

B. Antenna Receiving System

The phased-array antenna receiving system is shown
in Fig. 11, along with the transmitter part of the sys-
tem. This receiving system discriminates the angle,
range, and Doppler information of targets in the radar
search range by processing target return signals from
the array antenna elements. The basis of the postpro-
cessing involves reusing the optically generated array
transmit signals to cancel the phase factors associated
with the received signals from the individual antenna
elements, thus generating in-phase signals from all the
individual returns. For target detection at a scan an-
gle Oo to broadside, we transmit a rf pulse pT(t) of
duration T on a carrier frequency 2w, + wo, with appro-
priate phase (po set by the optical processor. The
signal driving the nth antenna in the phased array is

VI. System Applications in(t) = PT(t)G cos[(2w, + ,w)t - nool.

A. Single- and Continuous-Mode Beam Scanning

The optical processor can be used to position the
phased-array antenna beam at discrete angular posi-
tions or to scan the antenna beam continuously over a
wide angular region. For single-mode beam position-
ing, a specific control frequency is fed to the AOD to
give the appropriate scan angle. For continuous beam
scanning, a piecewise linear FM signal is fed to the
AOD. In addition, multiple simultaneous arbitrary
beams in space can be generated by a system similar to
the single-beam generation system, except that the
single laser source is replaced by a laser diode array

After transmitting the radar pulse, the antenna system
is operated in the receive mode. The return signal at
the nth antenna from a target at 00 to broadside is
approximately given by'

in(t') = pT(t )GTR(n)cos[(2wc + (01 + Wd)t -nol] (29)

where

pT(t) = rect(t/T), t' = t - TR, TR = range delay = 2R/c,

(30)

Wd = Doppler frequency = - 2R d ' ° .
dt c

(31)
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R is the target range for a monostatic system, and
GTR(n) is the signal gain dependent on target proper-
ties such as radar cross section. The signal in Eq. (29)
is a time-delayed, frequency-shifted replica of the sig-
nal transmitted by the nth antenna in the array. Here
we have assumed that the pulse width T is much great-
er than the maximum interantenna element time de-
lay, i.e., T >> Na/c, and the Doppler frequency satisfies
ad << 2w, + wo. The received signals are amplified and
then mixed with their corresponding transmitter sig-
nals. The output of the mixer consists of a low-fre-
quency Doppler signal, without the phase term npo0,
and of a high-frequency signal. The high-frequency
signal is filtered out by the low-pass filter, and the
output of the nth T/R module filter is approximately
given by

in(t') pT(t)G(n)cos(Wdt). (32)

Note that this signal has a T-second time duration with
a t = TR time delay with respect to the reference trans-
mit time of t = 0. Also, all the signals from the differ-
ent T/R modules are in phase. Next, these in-phase
signals are added up to maximize the receiver output
signal-to-noise ratio, giving the signal

N-1

i(t') = E in(t') = NG cos(Wdt'), (33)
n=O

where we have assumed constant amplitude G for all
the T/R signals. This output signal contains the nec-
essary range and Doppler (motion) information of the
detected target at the preset scan angle 00. This re-
ceiving system can also be used to form a simultaneous
multiple-target tracking system, where simultaneous
multiple beams in space are required in order to track a
fast-moving target. 1 2 1 3

VIl. Features of the Optical Technique

The optical and electronic designs of the system are
relatively simple. The processor requires a single con-
trol parameter, namely, the frequency of a signal to
control the antenna beam position in space. This
control signal, being analog, allows for a gradual anten-
na response with changes in the control parameter.
We no longer require the multiple control signals from
the extensive computer hardware and software needed
for controlling digital phase shifters. There is a direct
parallel feed from the individual current drivers in the
optical processor to the respective array antenna ele-
ments. Unlike the commonly used corporate feed
structure that requires microwave power splitters for
signal distribution, this direct parallel feed network is
less susceptible to complete system failure, permitting
a graceful degradation with component failure. Sig-
nal phase shift for the antennas is obtained from a
global process of controlled optical beam interference
and not from local phase-shifting devices. In this way
we do away with the individual phase shifters and their
support hardware required for the antenna elements.

Another feature of this optical technique is that the
optical phase control mechanism (hardware) is inde-

pendent of the antenna carrier frequency. This is
unlike most conventional phase-shift mechanisms, in
which a frequency-dependent material parameter is
used to introduce the phase shift. This frequency
independence feature of the optical technique gives an
antenna operator greater freedom to switch among
different carrier frequencies. The Doppler effect in
the two AOD's in the optical processor doubles the
input AOD drive frequency. This feature permits the
use of a signal source of half of the desired antenna
carrier frequency. Thus, since the oscillator is lower in
frequency (e.g., 2 instead of 4 GHz), it is more stable,
less expensive, and easier to maintain than a higher-
frequency signal generator. Another feature is that a
linear phased array can easily be changed from a uni-
form linear array to a nonuniform linear array by sim-
ply rearranging the phase-sampling detectors (fibers)
in the desired format. This readily changes the trans-
mit-antenna radiation pattern. The optics for the
proposed processor is highly stable since the system is
an in-line additive system. In other words, the two
interfering beams in the system travel through almost
identical paths, and any system imperfections affect
both beams equally and simultaneously. Finally, op-
tical signals are less susceptible to electromagnetic
interference effects, particularly when fibers are used
to carry the phased-array signals to the antenna ele-
ments to reduce further the internally generated elec-
tromagnetic fields that could affect the surrounding
antenna system components.7

Vil. Extensions

The proposed optical processor has the potential of
being a highly engineered, compact processing unit,
built with existing bulk (discrete) devices or in an
integrated form on a suitable substrate. Figure 12
shows a compact design of the optical processor using

MILK PRCSSOR Antenna

AODA

Laser 
Fibers

Detector& A-pltijr
Fig. 12. Compact design of the optical processor.

Lw~e

Fig. 13. Integrated optic version of the processor.
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bulk AO devices, while Fig. 13 shows an integrated
optical version of the optical processor using surface
acoustic wave devices made on a suitable substrate
such as LiNbO3. The integrated optical antenna pro-
cessor can be preferable for airborne and spaceborne
systems. In this processor, the maximum antenna
carrier frequency is limited by the highest AOD trans-
ducer center frequency available. Current practical
limits on the center frequency are in the 3-GHz range,
giving an antenna carrier of 6 GHz. This permits
operation up to the C-band radar range. The one-
dimensional optical linear phased-array processor can
be modified to provide several applications, such as
multiple linear array feeds, nonuniform phase sam-
pling to generate various antenna patterns, single-fre-
quency beam azimuth-height control, and indepen-
dent beam azimuth-height control by means of two
control signals.213

IX. Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced simple, compact, and
powerful phase-based AO techniques for control and
signal processing in phased-array antennas. The pro-
posed optical approach eliminates the need for the
phase shifters required in typical electronically con-
trolled phased arrays. Using a single control signal,
this technique simultaneously provides the correctly
phased signals for transmission and reception. The
principles of the optical phased-array antenna proces-
sor for the transmission mode have been experimental-
ly demonstrated. The results from the processor are
in close agreement with the analytical design data. In
addition, there is the possibility of integrating the
processor on a substrate, thus leading to smaller and
lighter phased-array antenna systems. Further re-
search relates to fabricating a prototype of this system
and studying the extensions of this processor.13

This research was performed at the California Insti-
tute of Technology in conjunction with Nabeel A. Ri-
za's Ph.D. dissertation. It was supported, in part, by
the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
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